
USS Delphyne 9803.02



Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><<><><BEGIN   MISSION><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

CO_Ber:
*All Staff* report to the conference room

CTO_Ktarn:
::turns over tac to lt jones::

CEO_Leurr:
:::: in ENG goign over the modified shuttle diagnostics and report:::::::

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  On my way sir...

CEO_Leurr:
::: hears the call to conference and heads there::::::

CTO_Ktarn:
::heads for the conference room::

CO_Ber:
::sitting in the conferenceroom....hmmmm *Ktarn* Bring along Mr. ross

OPS_Brad:
::hands over station to Ens. Rogers and heads for the conference room::

CTO_Ktarn:
*Ross*: report to the conference ASAP

Cns_Green:
::walks into Conference room and hands Ber the personnel reports::

CTO_Ktarn:
::enters the conferece room::CO: aye sir

CTO_Ktarn:
::heads for the chair to the captains left::

OPS_Brad:
::enters the CR and takes the seat to the immediate left of the CO, being nice and saving the seat to the right for the Klingon::

CO_Ber:
Cnsler: do you have the report of Mr. Spencer completed yet?

CEO_Leurr:
:: thinks that the confernece room will be crowded with *all* the staff there::::::

Andre:
::enters conference room::


Cns_Green:
Ber: actually, I'm conferring with a colleague at SFHQ....I should have that to you within the next day or two.

OPS_Brad:
::pauses in mind step seeing the Klingon already sitting in the left chair, so he moves over to the chair to the right of the CO::

CEO_Leurr:
::: enters the CF::::::

CO_Ber:
Cnlsr: understood

CO_Ber:
*All* As you all know, we have a new Tactical Officer, :: points:: Mr. Ross.

TAC_Ross:
*ALL* Hello.

CEO_Leurr:
Ross: greetings

Cns_Green:
::Oh yay, another report.  Joy of Joys::

CTO_Ktarn:
::nods at Rose::

OPS_Brad:
Ross:  Greetings..

CO_Ber:
Ok. now........We are heading back to tuhvon III. ::opens viewer::

CEO_Leurr:
::: watches screen:::::

CO_Ber:
::turns to crew::

Cns_Green:
::waves at Ross::

CTO_Ktarn:
<jones>::runs a long range sensor sweep::

OPS_Brad:
::shifts slightly for a better view of the viewer::

TAC_Ross:
::Nods to Green::

CO_Ber:
We will basically use the same manuever we did the last time. send two probes in from opposite vectors

OPS_Brad:
<Rogers>  ::monitroing power levels across the board::

CO_Ber:
We will then take a position at a 90 degree angle in the polar region of Tuhvon IV and launch a shuttle

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir are we going be using a bop probe again?

CO_Ber:
Mitchell: it is ready and armed?

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: two scanning probes, skirting the planets on the way in.

TAC_Ross:
CTO: Chief, your orders sir?

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Almost sir..  I just need to upgrade the biohazard prevention systems, and make it a little harder to detect..  shouldn't take me more than 10 minutes at the most to complete..

CO_Ber:
Mitchell: You will take our new ensign with you.

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Understood sir

CO_Ber:
Ross: your record shows you have a class 6 pilots license....

TAC_Ross:
CO_Ber: yes sir, just finnished my last class when I graduated.

CEO_Leurr:
::::: stares at screen:::::::

OPS_Brad:
::smiles as he hears the pilot's license part and glad he might finally have someone to fly with::

CO_Ber:
Ok......lets do it. Dismissed.

CTO_Ktarn:
::stands up::

CEO_Leurr:
:::: gets up and heads back to the ENG dept::::::

TAC_Ross:
::Stands and prepairs to leave the room::

Cns_Green:
::stands and walks out onto the bridge::

CO_Ber:
::shuts down viewer...waits for the crew to leave:

OPS_Brad:
::stands up::  Ross:  Ensign, your with me..  ever tweaked a Danube class runabout before?

CTO_Ktarn:
<jones>::maning the take stations::

CTO_Ktarn:
::heads for the bridge::

OPS_Brad:
::walks over next to Ross::

TAC_Ross:
OPS: uh no sir, but I lear fast.

Cns_Green:
::sits at his little seat on the bridge::

TAC_Ross:
<<learn>>

CEO_Leurr:
Computer: Main ENG please...

CTO_Ktarn:
::arrives on the bridge::

OPS_Brad:
Ross:  Good..  then lets get on it..  I don't like keeping the good Captain waiting any longer than I have to..

TAC_Ross:
OPS: yes sir.

OPS_Brad:
*Rogers*  Ensign, I'm going to make some last minute modifications to the shuttle..  you have OPS until I return..

CEO_Leurr:
:::: reading up on the modified shuttles performace diagnostics during the mission as the TL travels to ME:::::

OPS_Brad:
::exits the CR and enters the TB and waits for Ross::

TAC_Ross:
OPS: aye sir.  ::assumes station at ops.

Cns_Green:
*Ber* did you need me on the bridge today?

OPS_Brad:
<Rogers> *Mitchell*  Aye sir

CEO_Leurr:
::: enters ME:::::

CO_Ber:
::leaves conference room, enters the bridge:: Ktarn: you have the bridge, i'll be inmy  readyroom   ::walks into ready room::

TAC_Ross:
:: heads to TL.::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

CTO_Ktarn:
::heads for the big chair::

CO_Ber:
*Green* ask my Ktarn. i think he will need you at science, ops or helm

CEO_Leurr:
:::: checks out ENG diagnostic rports from the last shift::::::

CTO_Ktarn:
::looks over the ships status and decides that its a good time to have another drill::

OPS_Brad:
::still waiting for the new tac officer::

Cns_Green:
Ktarn: Do you need me to man any stations up here?

CTO_Ktarn:
::hits a botton::

TAC_Ross:
::Enters TL:: OPS: sorry sir.

CTO_Ktarn (Sound - Alert.wav):
<computer>*all hands*: Red alert drill.  all hands to battle stations, this is a drill

CTO_Ktarn:
Mr: green take helm

CEO_Leurr:
Hammerstein: Go check out the Replicator in the lounge.... the barkeep says its malfunctioning when food orders come through

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  'Tis ok..  *TL*  Deck 7, Section 14..  ::the TB starts moving::

Cns_Green:
::mans helm::

OPS_Brad:
<Rogers>  TAC:  OPS reports in readyness sir

CO_Ber:
::he's at it again.......::shakes head::

CTO_Ktarn:
<jones>::waits fior reports from deparment heads::

TAC_Ross:
OPS: thanx sir, this is my first time abord a star ship, and I'm still nervous.

CTO_Ktarn:
<jones>Rogers: acknowledge::

CO_Ber:
*ktarn* eta?

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Don't mention it..  I was new once myself..  ::smiles::

CTO_Ktarn:
::Logs science departments readyness::

TAC_Ross:
::eases up a little::

CTO_Ktarn:
Green: Eta?

OPS_Brad:
::the TB comes to a stop and Mitchell exits, with Ross following behind him::

CTO_Ktarn:
<jones>*Mr Leurr*: IS your deparment at red alert status?

Cns_Green:
Ktarn: um...soon sir, soon.

CEO_Leurr:
Gilbert: go check out the holosuite on deck 4 it seems to be putting little blue people in every simulation. I dont find it very amusing

CTO_Ktarn:
::frowns::

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Are you familiar with the Danube class runabout?

TAC_Ross:
::Heads tword ops.::

TAC_Ross:
OPS: no sir, I haven't done mutch shuttle work.

CO_Ber:
*Ktarn* launch the first probe when we approach the system

CTO_Ktarn:
::a little anoyned::Green: how soon?

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Well..  there is a first time for everything..

TAC_Ross:
::Stops:: OPS: but if you need help sir, I'm a quick study.

CTO_Ktarn:
<jones>*Eng*: Have u reached alert status yet?

Cns_Green:
Ktarn: 10 minutes...sorry sir...the computer just kept saying "soon"

TAC_Ross:
::Follows Ops_brad to the shuttle bay.::

CEO_Leurr:
Sullivan: run a diagnostic on all secondary power sources.

OPS_Brad:
::enters the shuttle bay where his pride and joy is and walks inside and the pauses, waiting for ross to catch up::

CTO_Ktarn:
*CO*: aye sir eta 10 mintues

CTO_Ktarn:
::Makes a note to have a talk with Michtell::

TAC_Ross:
::Catches up behind Brad::

OPS_Brad:
::ok..  first things first...  biohazard safeties::

TAC_Ross:
Ops: where do we start sir?

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Alright..  first thing we need to do is

CTO_Ktarn:
*Michell*: Eta to sytem 10 mintues

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  install upgraded biohazard safties..

OPS_Brad:
*Ktarn*  Acknowledged

CTO_Ktarn:
<jones>::ends red alert drill and logs engineer failure to respond::

CEO_Leurr:
:::: checks out the warp diagnostics effiency levels::::;

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Ok..  you see that big green panel over there?  ::points to it::  Pull the cover off

TAC_Ross:
Ops: aye sir, what sub-directory are they in the central computer?

OPS_Brad:
::walks over to the small replicator and begins replicating the needs parts::

TAC_Ross:
OPS: ok sir, what next? ::removes access panel::

CEO_Leurr:
::: checks the impulse system levels to check if its in spec:::::::

OPS_Brad:
::looks over the Ross::  Close, but you left out the first step..  you do that after you install the new parts..  ::smiles::

CTO_Ktarn:
green: Let me know once we reach the sytem

TAC_Ross:
Ops: sorry sir, getting ahead of myself I guess.

CO_Ber:
::looks over reports of the Geneva......::~~~~~Mitchell.....they are using nanotype probes as a virus inhibitor.....~~~~~

CEO_Leurr:
*co* warp system is at 98%

Cns_Green:
Ktarn: Will the computer ding when we get there>?

OPS_Brad:
::brings over the safeties and hands one to the ensign::  Attach tat between the red wire and the blue wire, but don't touch the green, yellow, purple, fucsia, or aqua marine wires..  ok?

CTO_Ktarn:
::wonders if he made a mistake assigned green to helm::

CTO_Ktarn:
green: Are you certifed for helm?

OPS_Brad:
~~~~~~~~~~ nanotype probes?  good thing I'm using the newest model biohazard filters..  they are the only ones that will protect against them... ~~~~~~~~

CO_Ber:
*Luerr* thank you, keep them up we may have to leave rapidly......

CEO_Leurr:
:::notices that the inertia dampeners are needing slight adjustment, figures there is a new helmsmen up top::::::

Cns_Green:
Ktarn: Yes.  Well...that's what my credentials say at least.

CTO_Ktarn:
::checks to see if the probes are ready::

OPS_Brad:
::walks over to the other panel and quickly installs the safety, then activates them and seals the panel again::

CEO_Leurr:
*co* understood

TAC_Ross:
Ops: uh, okay sir.  ::ataches the safty to the port between the red and blue wires.::

CO_Ber:
Mitchell:~~~bring some rations with you in case we have to leave you for a while.~~~``

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Got that much done yet?  ::smiles::

TAC_Ross:
Ops: yes sir. next?

CTO_Ktarn:
green: then I trust you know when we reach the system?

OPS_Brad:
Ber:  ~~~~  is the Ensign the only one with me?  and I have a fully functional replicator down here...  ~~~~

CEO_Leurr:
Rodgers: go adjust the inertia dampening system, its needing an adjustment::::::

CTO_Ktarn:
<jones>::runs a tac long range sensor sweep::

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Good..  now, put the panel back on, but don't seal it yet..  the activation code is Alpha-6-Delta-786-Charlie-9983-Omega

Cns_Green:
Ktarn: we have arrived at the edge of the system

OPS_Brad:
TAC: input that to activate the safety and then seal the panel::

CTO_Ktarn:
Green: Drop us to impulse speed

TAC_Ross:
Ops: aye sir. ::closes panel, and enters the activation code::

CTO_Ktarn:
Jones: Launch the probes

TAC_Ross:
::seals the access panel::

Cns_Green:
::disengages warp engines and activates impulse engines::

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Done?

CTO_Ktarn:
*Micthell*: Prepare to launch in 2 minutes

TAC_Ross:
Ops: yes sir.

CEO_Leurr:
::: begins getting impulse efficiency ratings in:::::

OPS_Brad:
*Ktarn*  Acknowledged..

CTO_Ktarn (Sound - Torpedo.wav):
<jones>::Launchs two probes::

TAC_Ross:
Ops: sir? what next?

CEO_Leurr:
*co* impulse is running at 97.4% effic rating

Cns_Green:
Ktarn: Aye, full impulse engines engaged.

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Now, sprint down to the mess hall and get as many rations as you can carry..  your choice, I'm not picky..  you got 2 mins till launch..

CTO_Ktarn:
*CO*: sir probes launched and shuttle launch in 2 minutes

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:  THE DELPHYNE LAUNCHES HER PROBES AND PREPARES THE SHUTTLE FOR THE AWAY MISSION

CO_Ber:
*Ktarn* Coming

CO_Ber:
::leaves desk, walks to and onto the bridge::

CTO_Ktarn:
ALL: Captain on the bridge!

TAC_Ross:
Ops: uh, aye sir. ::runs to the mess hall for rassions:: ::good thing I was first in my class for the 400meter dash:: ::gets back just before launch::

CTO_Ktarn:
::stand uo::

OPS_Brad:
::heads into the "engineering" section of the runabout and starts tweaking the sensors, until he gets the desired results::

CO_Ber:
:: turns and looks at the viewer::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: has the second probe been launched?

TAC_Ross:
::Enters the shuttle out of breath:: Ops: it's farther than 400 meters eh sir?

CTO_Ktarn:
::heads for the tac station::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: yes sir

CEO_Leurr:
::::Notices that the ENG crew is neglecting the cleanliness of the Deptartment:::::

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Captain, I'm finished with the modifications down here..  this baby is as biohazard proof and "stealthy" as she's getting without a good deal of time and parts..  not to mention frustration

CTO_Ktarn:
::actives the SSH in engineering right behind Leurr::

CTO_Ktarn:
<SSH>All: Please state the nature of the Securtiy Alert

CO_Ber:
Green: are we in position orbiting tuhvon IV's polar region?

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Just a little..  ::checks chrono::  Nice speed through..  just stow the rations over there ::points to the 'fridge'::

Cns_Green:
Ber; in 30 seconds.

CO_Ber:
*Mitchell* understood, .....good voyage....

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Captain, will anyone else be accompanying the good Ensign and myself?  The normal compliment for this vessel is 4...

TAC_Ross:
Ops: aye sir. ::walks over and opens the ration's storage compartement::

CO_Ber:
*Mitchell* the scanners will take care of most of the work.....and the weapon modifications  should help if you get into trouble

CTO_Ktarn:
::locks onto Michtells and Rose combadges::

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  your the boss captain..  however, permission to take a couple phaser rifles with us just in case?

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: are the probes picking up anything ?

CTO_Ktarn:
::checks on probes::


CO_Ber:
*Mitchell* of course, whatever you need.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE PROBES BEGIN SENDING BACK WEAK SIGNALS NOTHING CONCRETE

TAC_Ross:
Ops: sir, is that really nesisary?

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Well Ensign, looks like its just you and me..  your copilot and either weapons or sensors, your choice..  and you are qualified on a class 2 phaser rifle, right?


Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: PROBES SHOW A SMALL AREA NEAR THE EQUATOR WITH SOME SEISMIC ACTIVITY......

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Acknowledged sir..

TAC_Ross:
Ops: yes sir. and I'll take wepp's if that alright with you.

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Fine with me..  now, mind running to the weapon's locker in the SB and grabbing a couple phasers, and 2 phaser rifles?  never know what we will encounter

CO_Ber:
::looks at Ktarn:: Ktarn: ::shrugs:: the probe rreadings?

CEO_Leurr:
::::: realize that I just went through another blank out period:::::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir i am picking up seismic actitibt near the equater

CTO_Ktarn:
::sends data to the shuttle::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: anything in the space above?

OPS_Brad:
::sits down in the pilot's seat and starts bringing the systems online::

CTO_Ktarn:
<SSH>::hoovering over the CEO wonder why she is passed out::

TAC_Ross:
Ops: okay sir.  ::walks back and gets the two phaser rifels and 2 phasers.::

CTO_Ktarn:
*mitchell*: data comeing your way::

CTO_Ktarn:
::Checks area above actived::

OPS_Brad:
*CTO*  Whatcha got for me..  anything interesting?

TAC_Ross:
Ops: I'd have joged, but i'm still out of breath.

CEO_Leurr:
::::looks up at the SSH and notices that since the SHH is ugle it must be in K'Tarns image::::::

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  No problem..  just stow then somewhere, close our rear door, then assume your position and get ready to rock & roll::

CTO_Ktarn:
*OPS*: U should have all the data know

OPS_Brad:
::shows all systems online and working much better than expected::

CEO_Leurr:
:: slowly gets up and heads over to Sickbay for the EMH to check her out leaving Andrews in charge:::::

OPS_Brad:
*CTO*  Confirmed..  I have it all...

OPS_Brad:
<Rogers> ::minor power fluc at the helm station, then it disappears::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir negative

TAC_Ross:
Ops: aye sir. ::walks over rear door controle panerl and closes the door, then stows weppons under seat:: Ops: I thouight it would be nice to have them close buy, just incase.

CO_Ber:
*Mitchell* launch.

CEO_Leurr:
::;enters sickbay::::: EMH the nature of my problem is another blackout

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Aye sir..  ::triggers the remote control to open the bay doors::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: keep a lock on them.....

TAC_Ross (Sound - Shuttle\@Bay\@Doors.wav):

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Good idea..  and we're launching..  keep the weps powered down, but our shields on high..

CEO_Leurr:
<emh> ah yes, Ms Leurr, have a seat and I will proceed with the examination

CTO_Ktarn:
::checks lock on away teams combadges::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE SHUTTLE MOVES OUT AND TOWARD THE SURFACE OF THE PLANET

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Runabout Omega to Del..  you reading us Captain?

CTO_Ktarn:
::deactives the ssh and makes a note to habve sarak add basic EMT skills to it::

CO_Ber:
*Mitchell*: 10 over 10\

TAC_Ross:
::accesses the Tactical controle and lowers power on weppons, and raises shields to 98.4%.:: Ops: shields up, and weppons are powered down.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: AS THE SHUTTLE SPEEDS OFF TOWARD ITS COORDINATES SENSORS FROM THE PROBES SEEM TO PICK UP WHAT APPEARS TO BE FLUCTUATIONS IN SPACE

OPS_Brad:
::debates weather he should fly manual or auto, then choose manual sending the small extra power to sensors::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: load the torpedo bays

TAC_Ross:
Ops: sir, shouldn't we fly auto?

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir picking up strange readings from the probes

OPS_Brad:
::sensors start beeping::  TAC:  Ensign, you any good at reading sensors?

TAC_Ross:
Ops: not the best sir, why?

CTO_Ktarn:
::loads the torpedo launchers::

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Normally, I would say yes..  but since there are most likely cloaked vessels around, I prefer to fly manual..  ::smiles::

CEO_Leurr:
<EMH> Ms Luerr: you had another nasty blackout, not severe but it was caused by pressure build up in your cranium, I have relieved the abnormailty and will need to keep you here for observatoin

CTO_Ktarn:
::Compares sensor readings to that off ships decloaking::

Cns_Green:
::Monitors course and speed::

TAC_Ross:
Ops:oh, okay sir. do you want me to power up the ships weppons?

OPS_Brad:
@TAC:  take a look at these coordinates..  what do you think?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE SHUTTLE HITS WHAT APPEARS TO BE MILD TURBULANCE..........

TAC_Ross:
@Ops: hmm, yes sir, there is something about that sensore reading at the farthest secor.

OPS_Brad:
@TAC:  Not yet..  that would give us a to aggressive appearance...  but have them ready..

TAC_Ross:
@Ops: a dominion vessil sir?

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: the torpedos we use for analysing gaseuos anomilies.... use them.....with mark 4  torpedoes

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Captain..  I'm reading a possible contact..  I'm changing course to investigate..

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

CEO_Leurr:
<andrews> runs a basic check of all systems in ENG

CO_Ber:
*Mitchell*: stay on your mission......the planet....

TAC_Ross:
::works on trying to get the shields up to 100%::

CTO_Ktarn:
::readys the torpedos that the captain ordered in launcher 2::

OPS_Brad:
@TAC:  Possibly..  or possibly not..

OPS_Brad:
@*CO*  Understood sir..

OPS_Brad:
::increases speed to max and flies towards to planet::

TAC_Ross:
Ops: I hate "hypothetical" situations.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: AS THE SHUTTLE MOVES TO INVESTIGATE THE DELPHYNE IS HIT WITH THE SAME "TURBULANCE" THE SHUTTLE EXPERIENCED....LIKE SOMETHING FLEW BY THEM BOTH AT VERY HIGH SPEED

CTO_Ktarn:
::checks on status of computer match::

TAC_Ross:
Ops: aha sir, my sensors are reading a high intensity plasma field of some sort.

OPS_Brad:
@TAC:  I am inclined to agree..

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir i recomand we go to alert?

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: REPORT !! what the hel was that?

CTO_Ktarn:
::feels the ship rock::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: unknown but its the same thing the shuttle exprinced

CEO_Leurr:
::::: in sickbay laying on a tabel staring at the ceiling wondering what is happening in ENG::::::

OPS_Brad:
@TAC:  Could it in any way hinder our current mission of getting to the planet?

TAC_Ross:
@::grabs set of chair to avoid falling::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: track it

TAC_Ross:
@Ops: posibly sir, the field my affect our warp core. I'm atempting to compensate.

CTO_Ktarn:
::tries to track _"it"

OPS_Brad:
@::continuing on course::

TAC_Ross:
@::modifies warp field, but cant get the right setting::

OPS_Brad:
@TAC:  increase the deflector shields and engage the filtering system I added extra..  that "should" handle the problem...

CTO_Ktarn:
::checks lock on away team::

TAC_Ross:
@Ops: aye sir.  ::engages deflector shields and filtering system:: no effect sir.

CTO_Ktarn:
::checks status of computer search::

TAC_Ross (Sound - PowerDown.wav):
@::looses power to secondary weppons control::

OPS_Brad:
@TAC:  oh well, I'm starting the landing procedure..

OPS_Brad:
@*CO*  Captain, I'm beginging the landing run...

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE SHUTTLE LANDS EXPERTLY 

OPS_Brad:
:;smiles at the perfect landing::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir the shuttle has landed::

TAC_Ross:
@Ops: okay sir. ::checks the shield status:: sir, I have shields at 100%.

CEO_Leurr:
:::: conjures up images of mass chaos down in ENG:::::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: AS THE CREW EXITS THE SHUTTLE....ALL APPEARS QUIET.............

TAC_Ross:
@Ops: congratulations sir.

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: do you have a course tracked on that "thing" that went by?

OPS_Brad:
@TAC: Thank you..  ::checks his rifle and holsters his phaser, pulling out the tricorder and scans::

TAC_Ross:
@::Stands up, and grabs phaser rifel:: Ops: perhaps you should have one too sir?

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: negative sir

OPS_Brad:
@TAC:  Alright..  I trust your familiar with the 2-man manuevers taught at the academy?

TAC_Ross:
::Holds rifel at the ready, but folows brad out of the shuttle::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: AS THE CREW SCANS THE AREA....NOTHING READS ON THE TRICORDERS...........

OPS_Brad:
@::nothing..  hmmm::

TAC_Ross:
Ops: yes sir, but i must warn you, on my first assignment, I shot my partner.

OPS_Brad:
@TAC:  I don't like this..  its to quiet..  and thanks for the warning::

CTO_Ktarn:
::checks on probes::

CO_Ber:
::grasps hands together and meditates...trying to feel for Mitchell, or anything else......::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE TRICORDERS DON'T SEEM TO BE FUNCTIONING AT ALL..................

OPS_Brad:
::gets a strange idea and fires a quick burst from his rifle at the trees to the far right::

Cns_Green:
:::checks for navigational problems::

TAC_Ross:
@Ops: no problem sir. I think.

OPS_Brad:
::vaguely sensing something along the edges of his mind::  ~~~  Caprain?? ~~~

CO_Ber:
Green: get ready to bring us in...........

TAC_Ross:
@Ops: uh, sir, nothing happened.

CEO_Leurr:
:::: figueres that K'tarn has tinkered with his damn little SSH goons to become Emergency engineers... heaven forbid::::::

Cns_Green:
Ber: Aye.

Cns_Green:
::preprograms manuevers into the computer::

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><><><><><><><><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><
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